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Create in me a clean
heart, O God; and

renew a right spirit
within me.

Cast me not away
from thy presence;

and take not thy holy
spirit from me.

Restore unto me the
joy of thy salvation;
and uphold me with

thy free spirit.
~ PSALM 51:10-12



Action Steps to Forgiveness

Acknowledge the hurt. Don't

minimize it or deny it.

Identify Your Emotions. 

Cancel the Debt. Write a

“blank check” of forgiveness

Set Boundaries. Forgive, but

allow your experience to

create necessary boundaries

Forgive--many ways to do

this. 

Repair if you can or if you

don’t want to, create closure

Learn--use the experience

file
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Forgiving Yourself

Acknowledge and own the

mistake. This gives us clarity

so we can move past it.

Identify the mistake.

Analyze the situation and see

just exactly what caused the

undesired outcome: create

the experience file.

Correct the problem if

correctable

Move on--living in the past

will contribute to nothing you

want

1.

2.

3.

4.



5 Food Rules We All Need

Eat a nutrient dense diet that

honors your body.

Don’t eat until you’re hungry

and stop before you’re full,

but eat until you’re satisfied.

No snacking. Never, ever,

ever.

Never eat out of a container

or bag, or in the car or

standing up.

Begin your meals with a

Mindful Mug.
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2.

3.
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The Experience File

*Unplug from the emotion

surrounding the experience.

*Stop reliving the event or

events--remember that focus is

where your energy goes and

where you will lose your way if

you don’t self-correct where

you’re allowing it go. 

*You are not the poster child of

your “failures” if you don’t want to

be.

*Allow the experience to teach

you, not shame you.



“You are today the  
result of your

thoughts  of yesterday,
and the many

yesterdays preceding
it. You are forming
today the mold for
what you will be in
the years to come.”

~ ROBERT COLLIER



"Whether you think
you can or think
you can't, you're

right."
~ HENRY FORD

Behavior Follows Belief...



"All disease begins in
the gut."
~ HIPPOCRATES



Every wise woman
buildeth her house:

but the foolish
plucketh it down
with her hands.

~ PROVERBS 14:1



"If your vehicle is
only moving your

body, you are
missing its full

potential." 
~ SKIP PRICHARD



"Turn your car
into a rolling
university." 

~ ZIG ZIFLAR



"I want to wake up to it.
I want to go to sleep to
it and I want to dream
with it...I want to write

my goals down before I
go to sleep at night

because they are
important to me, they

are valuable to me and I
get to wake up to them

again tomorrow."
~ GRANT CARDONE



“What you focus on
grows, what you think

about expands, and
what you dwell upon

determines your
destiny.”

~ ROBIN SHARMA



WHERE YOUR
ATTENTION
GOES, YOUR

ENERGY
FLOWS



It's hard by
the yard

- but a cinch
by the inch



When you eat
"food" your
body doesn't

recognize,
your body

has no choice
but to cause

inflammation.



Fix Habitual Thought Patterns

Awareness. If you’re not even aware

you’re doing something, how are you

going to fix it?

Repetition creates habituation.

Support habits with affirmations and

keep circling the wagons. It’s a

constant.

Reprogram your mind during

theta--this is when you start to fall

asleep and start to wake up. IDEAL

time for visualization, affirmations

and meditation. TAKE ADVANTAGE! 

Affirm your process by LOOKING

FOR EVIDENCE to support your new

belief. IT WILL SHOW UP! 

Start saying things like, “I can’t

believe I ever thought that about

myself.”
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12-Week GOALS

Physical / Health

Personal

Development -

Business/Career

Spiritual /

Intellectual /

Emotional

1.

2.

3.



Magic Phrases

Can you imagine?

What if...?

1.

2.

Use these phrases

DAILY as the "secret

sauce" to make your

goals happen faster!


